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The thermal perfonmlllce characteristics of an electronics cooling Liquid 
Flow Through Module (FTM) were experimentally investigated. Differellt sets of 
experiments were conducted for each side of the FTM. A synthetic dielectric 
polyalphaolefm type coolant, Brayeo Micronic 889, was used. Six etched foil type 
healers were attached to one side of the FTM over the fluid flow path while three 
heaters weTe attached to the other side of the module. inlet and outlet fluid 
temperatures as well as surface temperature data were acquired from both sides of 
the module for several different flow rate and power setting combinations to 
quantifY the effectiveness of the FTM. Correlations, in terms of Reynolds and 
Stanton nwnbers were fannulated according to the data for both sides of the 
module. 
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Since the development of the first integrated circuits (Ie), there has been a sleady 
increase in heat dissipat ion levels of electronic devices. This increase has made the rok 
of heat transfer and thermal design more important than ever. Tht: necessity for advanced 
techniques in electronic cooling started with large-scale integrat ion (LSI) technologies of 
the 1970's in which 1000 junctions per chip wcrc achieved. This continued with very 
large-scale integration (VLSi) technologies uf the \98O's in which 100,000 junct ions per 
chip were achieved [51. The magnitude of this thenna! stress problem becomes more 
apparent when microelectronics trends aH:: examined . .\1icroproccssor clock frequencies 
have been doubling every five years and as clock speeds increased. almost linearly, so did 
heat dissipation levels. Today's technology has achieved 75-100 MHz system clock speed 
or even higher. Therefore 400-500 MHz clock speed cou ld he expected towards the end 
of this century. Thus a 500 MHz electronic device will dissipate 5 times the heat 
dissipated at 100 MHz [10]. 
These trends indicate that thennal stress management will always become a major 
problem in ekctronic packaging. Higher thennal stresses will result higher failure rates, 
shorter operational lifctimes and higher logistics and maintenance costs. 
There arc several advanccd thermal control techniques 10 improve cooling 
effic iency. Since the improvements in reliability and packaging density of e lcctronic 
devices are directly related to advaTlces in thermal design. the choicl;.': of thennal control 
technology has large effects on reliability and cost. Insufficient attention to thermal 
control may easily result in device failure. On the other hand thennal overdesign may 
resull very high product costs. By taking care of these two criteria: reliabil ity and cost, 
many new thennal control techniqucs involving liquid cooling, have been proposcd . 
T hese new liquid cooling tcchniqucs can be grouped as follows: 
a. Jct Impingement ami Nucleatl: Doiling Cooling 
b. Microchannel Cooling 
These techniques wi ll be discussed briefly in the following sections. 
8. AIMS OF THERMAL CONTROL 
The primary aim of thermal control is to prevent catastrophic failure which can 
be defined as immediatl:, thermally induced, total loss of electronic function. Catastrophic 
failure may result from melting or evcn vaporilation of a component in microelectronic 
devices and in particular may also result from plastic flow of printed circuits. 
Catastrophic failure is gcncrally dependent upon the local temperaturc field as 
well as thc operating hi~tory. Thl:rl:forl: it is difficult to precisely detennine where such 
failure can be expected to occur. However, maximum allowahle temperatures can be 
found in manufacturer's catalogs hy which the possible range of component variations can 
be taken into account. Likewise, the possible range of environmental variations is anothcr 
prercquisite for developing dcsigns of thermal control systcms {S]. 
C. ADVANCED LIQUID COOUNG TECHNIQUES 
Natural Convection and radiation cooling, relying upon the ambient air, is 
insufficient to deal with the rapidly increasing heat fluxes. Figure - I shows the 
relationship of the tremendolls increase in Microelectronics heat fluxes to other 
technologies [5]. 
On the other hand, conventional forced convection air cooling can no longer 
satisfy heat removal requiremenL~ , As shown in Figure -2 , at lower air velocities, typical 
heat fill);. \)nlits, for packages cooled by conventional forced convection, are less thun 1 
W/cm'[12J . 
Figure 1: Perspective on Microelectronic 
Heat Fluxes 
Figure 1. Perspective of increase in Microelectronic Heat Fluxes [5]. 
In the ncar future, techno logy will be ahle to produce very-large scale integrated 
(VLSI) chips dissipating up to 200 W/cm1 l7]. To achieve a board level heat flux that can 
he cooled with convcntional forced convection, packag~ surrace area must exceed total 
chip surface area by more than 25 times . For example, a forced convection cooled 
package wntaining 10 chips having 1 cm' area each, would require 250 cm" of surface 
area. Therefore it is ohvious that conventional forced convection will not be applicahle 
for tooay's VU,T electronic systems. However conve ntional air cooling is an important 
milestone whieh leads to the development (If alternative methods of eoolillg. Temperature 
differences attaiIlable as a fU Ilction of heat flux fo r various heat transfer modes, and 
various coolant flu ids is shown in Figure -3 [5]. 
coo 2Q .., 60 110 100 
Guo Te_", Rl..o.T ... · T .. ('C) 
Figure 2. Package Heat Flux in Air Cooled Packages [12J. 
1. Jet Impingement and Nucleate Boiling Cooling 
Alternative approaches to achieving high heat flux removal are to apply liquid -
jet impingement, with or without hailing, or direct immersion cooling. so called "pool 
boiling" , to the backside of silicon chips. Convective heat transfer associated with gas jets 
has been a research topic since the mid- 19508, but jet impingement cooling with 
dielectric liquids is a rt.-"i:cnt improvement. In this cooling method there arc two modes. 
Liquid may now to the heater through a vapor I gas space or through a liquid - filled 
space. The first is called a "free-jet", and the latter is called a "submerged jet" [1 ]J. High 
convective heat transfer coefficients can he achieved in this latter cooling modc. Thus 
"subll\\:[ged j\:t" impingement cooling is one of the best alternatives in direct liquid 
cooling of electronic componcn~ 
SO"'Of n.a' !tux, W/CM' 
Figure 3. Temperature Diff~r~nces Attainable as a Function of Heat Flux 
for Various Heat Trausfer Modes and Various Coolant Fluids [5]. 
2. Microchanncl Cooling 
One of the be~t known cooling methods is the miewehannd approach. In this 
technique, heal fluxes approaching 800 WI em2 with a temperature rise of 70°C have been 
achieved by using water as the working fluid f12). These microchanncls mentioned here, 
can be formed by plain fins , wavy fills, pill fills or off~el strip fin s. OffSt:t ~trip fin type is 
the one which is widely used in mierochannel designs. 
In this srudy, a Standard Ekctrouic Module (SEM) which is manufactured by 
Lockhart Industries, has bt:en investigated. Also iu this Flow Through Module (FTM ), 
which is a format- E size, offs~t strip fins have been used to inerea~e the heat transfer 
eocffici~nt by interrupting th~ flow so that the flu id boundary layer can never become too 
thick to reduce convective heat transfer. The flow b also more uniform than straight fins 
since it is a developing laminar flow through the microchannels formed by offset strip 
fins 181- Typical rectangular offset plate fin exchanger and general notations of offset 
plate fins are shown in Figure - 4 \7 \ 
Figure 4. Typical Rectangular Offset Plate Fin Heat Exchanger and General 
Notation Used for the Dimensions of an affs!;.':t Plate Fin (7) 
Many experimental investigations have been conducted to improve the convective 
heat transfer coefficients by using fins. These studies dealt mostly with gases. Therefore 
the usefulness of these data is very limited when applied to liquid coolants, hecause 
Prandtl number which is a fluid property. has a significant dfect 00 heat transfer 
coefficient. Thesc tests have been cundueted by Lockhart, for different fin pitches and fin 
heights, for R!;.':ynolds numbers varying between 30 to 2700 and Prandtl numbers from 0.7 
to 70. Thc Icst rcsults indicated that the Colburn j and the flow frictio n factors , are 
diffcrent for selected types of flu ids within the same Reynolds number range [8J. 
Therefore Kays' and London's ai r tcst data, [9J is not applicable to fluids which are 
outsidc thc gas Prandtl number range, since the test results obtained by Lockhart confinn 
the Prandtlnumber effects. 
On the other hand there may be some disadvantages associatcd with liquid 
cooling. such as additional assembly rdating to coolant circulation and refrigeration 
systems. Also the possibili ty of leakage may cause damage to the electronic components 
That is why dielectric coolants are used in liquid cooling systems for electronics. In this 
study Brayeo Micronic 889, manufactured by Castrol, has been used. This liquid is a 
polyal phaolcfin (PAO) made for use in closed loop systems. Properties of Brayco 
Micronic 889 are given in t\ppendix-C. 
3. Liquid Fluw-Through Modules 
In this study the effectiveness of a liquid Flow-Through Module (l'TM) 
manufactured by Loc\Jlart Industries, using PAO, is investigated. Flow-Through modules 
arc manufactured by a technique so called "vacuum brazing" which facilitates the 
constmction of microchanncls in a vcI)' thin module. The module lesled, shown in 
Figure-5, has a thickness of 0.1 00 inch, with 0.020 inch Aluminum 6061 faceplates. 
The fins within the module afe made from an alloy, Aluminum 3003 and have 
0.06 inch height. 0. 125 inch length and 0.006 inch thickness. The fi n dellsily is twenty 
fins per inch. [2J A schematic drawing of the fins is shown in Figure -6 
Both sides of the FTM, shown in Figure -5, can be used for cooling eleclronic 
co mponents. Electronic componcnts placcd on the surface of the FTM are cooled by the 
coolant flowing through the modu le. The thin structure of the module is very helpful for 
stacking purposes. Several modules can be housed in a small enclosure. For example, in 
a sludy performcd by AT&T Bell Laboratories about Liquid Flow-Through cooling fo r 
avionics applications, 52 FTM's have been housed in a small enclosure. Both the module 
and the system have demonstratcd very high cooling efficiency and good n:: liability under 
shock and vihration testing [10]. Thc FTM tested in this study, shown in Figure 7, 
consists of three main flow paths of microchannels formed hy offset strip fins. The flow 
pattern of the coolant is shown in Figure -7 [2). The FfM is currently under evaluation 
by the military for naval and avionics applications [1]. 
D. OBJECTIVES 
This study c;l;perimcntally investigated the capacity for heat removal of the 
SEM-E sized Flow-Through Module, using a synthetic dielectric polyalphaolefin coolant, 
so called Brayco Micronic 889 . manufactun:d by Castro!' E;I;perimcntal investigation was 
conducted for both sides of the FTM by util izing several different flow rate and power 
setting combinations. Temperature data were collected from both sides of the fTM in 
order to quantify the effectiveness of the module. Correlations. in tcrms of Reynolds and 
Stanton numbers were formulatl:d. According to the temperature data collected from the 
module inlet and outlet, heat dissipation capabilities of the FfM were quantified 
Figure 5. T up Vi~w of the Flow-Through :Module. 
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Module Thickness 0.1 lnch 
Faceplate Tnickness 0,02 lnch 
:ac~plate Material 6061 Aluminum 
l'igure 7. Fluid Flow Path within [he FTIv1l2] 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 
A. SUPPORTING SYSTEM ASSEJ\ffiLY 
The schematic diagram of the experimental setup, as shown in l'ib'llre -9 can be 
examined in two pans. The first paJ1, which is called" Supporting System Assembly" 
consists of: Fluid Circulation, Power Distribution and Data Acquisition sub-systems. Each 
of these sub-systems and their components are as follows 
1. Fluid Circulation System 
This section consisted of refrigeration bath, pump, variable speed control unit and 
flowmeter. The refrigerated circulating bath which provided the heat sink tor the coolant 
was an Endoeal RTE- 5, The pump and the drive speed control unit, manufactured by 
Masterflex could provide a maximum volumetric flow rate of I liter per minute. The 
coolant was pumped through flexible Tygon tubing. A flowmeter manufacturcd by Fischer 
and Portcr was u~ed to detenrune the flow rate. The Tygon tubing was cotulected to the 
Flow-Through Module through brass tubing, attached to the inlet and outlet ports of the 
module. The brass lubes were inserted into Tygon tubing and clamps were alli"ed to 
tighten the cotulections, Upon exiling the module the coolant returned to the refrigerated 
bath. 
2. Power Distribution Sy~tem 
A Hewlett Packard 0-20Y, 0·10A DC power supply was used to supply power to 
the heaters_ Si" heaters were affixed to the side-A and three heaters were affixed to the 
side·B, by using thermally conductive epoxy adhesive. Omega Bond 1O l. The heaters, 
manufactured by Minco , all wired in parallel, were 7,6 mm (0.3 in) by 38, 1 mm (1.5 in) , 
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The six heaters on 5ide-A, as shown in Figure -10, were placed 5 em (2 in) apal1 
along the module flow paths by affixing two heater~ on each flow path, The three heater~ 
on side-B, as shown in f'igure -11, were placed on the centerline of the module. the rOW5 
of heaters were 1.25 em (O.S in) apal1 from each otheL Each heater had an effective 
heated area of 1.94 em' (OJ in2) and a resistance of20.7 ohms ± 10 % 
In order to measure the current passing through each heater, thennal1y stable 
precision resistors were connected in series with each heater. Prior to connecting, each 
resistor was calibrated by using a Rosemount 920 A Commutating Bridge to detennine its 
resistance precisely. Six of the resistors, connected in series with the six heaters on side-A 
were 0.487 ohms ± I % and the other three resistors cOimected in series with the three 
heaters on side-B were 0.500 ohms ± I % 
A Hewlett Packard 44701A digital voltmeter which was a part of the HP 3852A 
Data Acquisition Control Unit, was used to determine the voltage drops across the heaters 
and the precision resistors. All of the 18 measurements, voltage drops across the heaters 
and precision resistors were measured hy utilizing an HP 44705A 20 channel multiplexer 
3, Data Acquisition System 
A Hewlett Packard 3852A Data Acquisition I Control Unit was used to measure 
the voltages and temperatures. In order to be able communicate with the data Acquisition 
I Control Unit through a computer, an interface board, GPlB-PCIIA IEEE-488, 
manufactured by National Instruments had been installed in a Personal Computer. A 
program written in QBASIC code, attached as Appendix-D, was used to acquire 
temperature and voltage data. An HP 44708A 20 channel relay type multiplexer was used 
for temperature measurements. The experiments were conducted first for side-A and then 
repeated for side-B, since all the 20 channels of the HP44708A were utilized during the 
experiments. Thennocouplc locations for both sides of the FTM were shown, 
schemati\.:a\\y in Figures 12-a and 12-h 
Fifteen of the thermocouples were attached onto the module itself and two 
thermocouples were placed at the inlet and the outlet of the module, Two thermocouples 
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Figure 10. Heater Locations or Ih;: FTM fo: Side - A 
Figure 11 . HCll.:cr Locations 0:1 :he FT:V~ for Side - 3 
'7 
---->5 6 __ 7 ----+ 8 ,--+ 
t 
+-l4 1]f--12--11 HJ"': 
I ( ..-415 16 - 17 -----+ 1B 19~"1. 1 
l... _ , 
·l J 
INLET _ OUTLET 
Figure 12-a. Sc~er.lat:c Drav..ing ofThe:mocoup':e and Heate~ Locations 
on Side-A of the ?low-Throug..~ ylocuk 
:8 
I 
9 8 ' 7 , 5 Flow DireC:ion 
I ~ 
10 
I 7, -------4 12 13 114 
I 5 
15 
I 1 II 19 ~4 16 "i17 , Q !~ 
OUTI£n~.......................... INk~ 
I 
Figure 12~b. Schematic Vr:l.wing of Tbennocouple and 2eate~ Locations 
on Side-o of;:he Flow-Through Module. 
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Fifteen of the thermoeonples were attached onto the module itsclf and two 
thermocouples were placed at the inlet and the outlet of the module. Two thermocouples 
were placed in the insulation laycrs to estimate the heat loss. An additional thermocouple 
was used either to measure ambient room temperature or coolant temperature in the 
refrigerated bath. Thermocouple cxtensions were fed into channel numbers 0 through 19 
of the HP44708A in the data acquisition system. 
Voltage drops across the heaters were measured by the channels 0 through 8 of 
thc HP44705A multiplexer, corresponded to heaters A through I respectively. On the 
other hand, precision resistor voltages were measured by utilizing the channel s 9 throngh 
17 of the HP44705A mutiplexer. 
H. TEST SECTION ASSEMBLY 
1. Housing of the }' low-Through Module 
The Flow-Through Mocluic was supported in a horizontal position by a plexiglass 
enclosure. The FTM was insulated on all sides, inside the plexiglass enclosure, hy using 
0.75 inch (1.91 cm) thick, black foam type insulation. Two layers of insulation were 
placed on top and bottom sides of the FTM and one layer of insulation was placed along 
the edges of the module as wdl. The front side of the enclosure was open for wiring and 
tubing connections L Ij. 
2. Implementation of Thermocouples 
ThermocoupJt:s affixed onto the surface of the module were, T -type 
Copper-Constantan, flat, 5 mil thick, foi l type, cement-on thermocouples. They could be 
placed very close to the heaters. Copper leads were soldered to the thermocouple 
extension wire and the constantan leads were resistance welded to the extension wire. 
These connections were wrapped using kapton Illpc to keep them separate 
Thermocouples were affixed by using the same \capton tape. 
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T- type thermocouple probes were used to measure the coolant temperature at the 
inlet and outlet of the module_ These thermocouples were 8 mil lhi(;k and arc welded to 
fonn a "bead" Junction 
Thermocouples used to measure the tem perature~ at the top and btlUum sides of 
the insulation were also 8 mil thic k are welded T - type copper constantan thermocouples 
They wen: affixt:O onlo the insulation by using electrical tape 
r hermocouples used at the inlet and outlet of the module for coolant temperature 
measurements, were calibrated by using a Rosemount 920A eommutatmg bridge and a 
constant temperature ethylene glyco l bath 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 
A. CALCULATION OF COOLANT THER.MOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
Temperatures at the inlet an outlet of the module were measured 30 times during 
each run in a 20-second time interval. The average values of both inlet and outlet 
temperatures were computed and the mean of these two values was uti lized 10 calculate 
the thcnnophysical propenies of the coolant, Brayeo Micronic 889. 
I. Density (glml) 
Densities of the coolant at various temperatures provided by the manufacturer 
(Castrol) were curve fitted and the polynomial obtained by this process was llsed to 
calculate the density at any temperature. Data Supplied by Castrol is tabulated in Table I 
TEMPERATURE ( 0 C ) DENSITY (g I ml ) 
O°C(32"F) 0.811 
20°C(68' F) I 0.794 
40°C(I04" F) 0.777 
100~C(212°F) I 0.723 ~C320°F) 0.(,(,] 
T able I . Density Data orthe Coolant, Brayco Micronic 889 [3 ] 
The curve obtained is shown in Figure 13. The second order polynomial the 
curve fi t is as follows 
g/ml (1) 
where T ••• is the average temperature differential or the coolant between inlet and outlet 
of the FTM in degrees Celsius 
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T _ T;~M+To"'j." _ 1'(3)+1(4) 
~"f- 2 - 2 (2) 
Figure 13. Density Curve of the Coolant Brayco Micronic 889 
2. Specific Heai (J , g ' C) 
In the previous study [I], certain inconsistencies in the energy balancearose After 
thorough investigation it was hypothesized that the values for specific heat of the PAD 
were not accurate. To obtain accurate values of the specific heat, samples of the PAD, 
were sent to Dels~m Testing Laboratories Inc.,for testing and measurement of the specific 
heat. A second order polynomial curve fit to this data is given as follows: 
Cp '" 3.5 284 '" 10-4 '" ~'" + 1.0466 '" lO~J '" T uvx + 0.46955 col/g Qe (3) 
A comparison of the Delsen Laboratories data with the P AO manufacturt:r's data is 
given in Table 2 and Figuft: 14 
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TEMPERATURE SPECIFlCHEAT TEMPERATURE SPECIFIC HEAT 
-18"C (O " F) (CASTR~,~'9cal/gOC) IO"C(50"F) (LAB'SD~T:S~  
11-c"O::-o:-:C~(~50:Co=F)'-r---:O--:.52·--t-:3C:8 o;-::C:-;(-'-:I()():::-:C0 F=)---T 0.51 
~ C(IOO"F) 0.54 66"C(151 °F) 0,54 
93 "C (200°F) 0.58 93"C(200 " F) 0.57 
Table 2. Sp~cific Heat Values of the Coolant (by Castrol and Delsen Laboratories) 
I SPECIFIC HEAT CURVE of the COOLANT I 
'·"'1 i -r 0.58 i 1,5& :-1:1 t*~ V' !O 5-4 I + ,"",I"I",~', "'~ I ~ 0,52 A .. l.ab Data i '5 
. 0 ,~ 8 I···., A I , 
O.~6 
.0 _20 , 
" " '" '" 
1,00 
TIJ.f'ERATl..R:(DegC) 
Figure 14. Specific Heat Comparison of Bray co Micronic 889. 
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3. Kinematic Viscosity (mIls) 
Manufacturer's data was utilized to acquire a relationship for kinematic viscosity of 
the coolant in the temperature range of the experiments. Data supplied by Castrol is 
tabulated in Table 3 and plotted in Figure 15. With some uncertainty kinematic viscosity 
was assumed to be changing linearly in this temperature range. According to the data 
shown in Appendix -C, the relationship for the kinematic viscosity of Brayco Microllic 889 
was detennined as follows 
v=(-3.185xT+5.2)x 10--6 m'/s 
TEMPERATURE (" C) 
100°C 
40"C 
-40 " C 
-54"C 
KINEMATIC 





Table 3. Kinematic Viscosity Data of Bray co Micronic 889 [3 J 
I KINEMATIC VISCOSITY of the COOLANT I 
Ilji+l--J 
T.rrpetlIhO~C) 
Figure 15. Kinematic Viscosity Curve of Bray co MicTollic 889. 
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(4) 
B. FLOWMETER CALlBKA TION PROCEDURE 
Flowmeter calibration was performed by measuring the t ime interval~ for I and 
two liters of coolant to fill a scaled container for 10 percent increments of the flow nltes 
from 10% to 100%. The data obtained are tabulated in Table 4. The average of two of 
the resulting measurements was taken and the data obtained was curve fitted The 
calibration curve of the tlowmeter for the coolant, Brayco Micronic 889 is shown in 
Figure 16. The fourth order polynomial curve fit is given helow 
where a is the flowmeter reading in percentage. 
I FLO\IIIMETER CALIBRATION CURVE I 
r.-... --+----~- ·T- i---- i - ·- -----i---1 l -R~(~~d 
Figure 16. Flowmeter Calibration Curve for the Coolant Brayco Mieronie 889 
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FLOWMETER CALIBRATION DATA Regre .. ionOutput: Run _ I 
R,.II-1 R,.II-1 
IAVeiliSc FLOWMETER SETTINGS Constant -43 .97 I~ ~'~~ minl2L mJlmin F/qw ".V".in - , StdEnofYEst 28 .391 o 0 0 S<" 9.< RSqured U9S6 
\0 15.71 63 .7 3 1.91 62.> 63 .2 99.9 13.5 No.ofObscrvation< 20 
I' 7.87 127. 1 15 .95 125.4 126.25 1SO.3 
" 
Degrees ofFf~~dom I . 
20 
" 
185.2 10.95 ~ ~ 200.6 20.2 
" 
3.57 280.1 7.14 280.1 280.1 250.1 23 .2 XCoefficicnt( s) 13.88 
30 2.67 374.5 'A )7<1.4 372.45 ) 00.7 26 .2 StdEn ofCoef 0 .217 
" 
2 .24 446.4 4.45 449.4 447.9 ~ 29.1 I ~ r--1.87 534.8 , 3.74 534.8 534.8 400 - -,,-, U 588.2 ).35 
'" .~ I ~::~ ~ Regression Output: Rlln -2 
" 
1.48 675.7 2.98 671.1 673.4 )8.2 Constant -46.12 
" 
1.35 740.7 2.7 740.7 740.7 549.5 41.4 SId ErrofY Est 25.6 
L- 60 I- \.23 on 2.49 80H 808.1 ~ --"'-' RSqured 0.9964 
" 
L14 877.2 2.26 
'" 
881.1 48.2 NO.ofObscrvstion., 20 
~ ~ t-l~~:: 2.13 939 941.2 699.5 518 Dcgr=ofFrecdom \8 
" 
2.01 993 1007.7 750.4 55.6 
80 0.94 1063.8 1.9 1(152.6 1058.2 799.8 59.4 XCoeffici~n1(s) 
-M ~ t_ {P64 1.79 11]7.) 1126.85 ~ 63.4 Std Err ofCoef 12 19.5 I." 1204.8 121 2.15 900.2 --67-.' 
93 0.81 1234.6 1.58 1265.8 1~  949.7 I----M 100 on 1298.7 1.52 131H I I ~~~.: ~ Ret re lllonOutput: Flo .. Se tt ing. 79 ConS\allt 4.291 
1100.8 82.8 StdErr ofY Est 1.5115 
~f-~ RSqua n:d 0.9972 1200.4 9<> , No. ofObscrvations 27 
_ - W(l·8 94 .2 Dcgreesof Frcedom 
" ~ ~ 98.7 100 XCocfficien1(s) 0 .07\ 
StdErr ofCoef 0.001 
Table 4. Flolvmeter Calilmttion Dalll and Regre..sion Out]lllls 
C. COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS OF mE DATA 
In this study two difil~rl~nt sets of experiments \vere conducted: one tor Side- }\ 
and om: [or Side- R oCthe Flow-Tllfough Module. The naming orthe sides of the module 
as A and B was arbitral), For the first set of experimcnts, thClTI10eoup!cs \vere affixed to 
Side-I\. where 6 heaters were located. Nine diftcrent power senings ii'om 20 W to 100 W 
in JO Watt increments and seven different flo\v rates from 350 mlimin to 950 mlimin in 
100 ml/min innements were tested 
I )uring the second set of experiment'i, whieh were for Side- B where 3 heaters 
were located, 5 ditkrent power senings [rom 20 W to 100 \\i in Wan increments 
were tested, Thc flow rates were the same as those used for the first set of experiments 
Temperature data were observed on the monitor of the PC to determine when steady stale 
had been achieved, Steady stale was assumed to be achieved when the average surface 
temperature and the temperature difference of the coolant between the thermocouples 
located at the inlet and the outlet o[ the module varied bv no more than 0.01 GC over a 
5-minutc period Voltage measurements, thermocouple readings, and a series of 30 
coolant inlet and outlet temperature readings were taken over a period ofl0 seconds and 
the data was rccorded. Dcpending upon the power setting and nO\V rate combination. 
steady state was achieved in 10 to 40 minute'i. After saving the data to a rile. the flow 
rate was adjusted to the next value to continue the procedure 
It was generally observed that steady stak was more rapidly achieved as the flow 
rate gol higher. Flow rates were increased in 100 ml/min increments [rom 350 ml./min to 
950 ml/min. The now began to pulse at lower flow rates. Therefore 350 ml/min was 
taken as the lower limit for the [lowmeter settings 
Power sen;ngs were adjusted using the HP powcr supply. The total amounl o[ 
power supplied was monitored and adjusted until the desired value was achieved. Power 
senings were varied in the range from 1() W to 100 W by either 10 W or 20 Watt 
increments. The diagram of the circuit fomled by hcaters and precision resistors was 
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shown in Figure-17. The variation of resistances could be 10 % in the heaters and I % in 











E?PowerSupply I 0 20 'f. 0 ·10 A 
'-----111 
Figure 17. Schematic Drawing of the Electrical Circuit Formed by Heaters and Precision 
Resistors. 
1. Calculation ofToul Power 
Data was analyzed by calculating the total power supplied by the heaters and 




Current passing thmugh eaeh healer was calculated by utilizing the precision 
resistors, since each ht':ater was connected in series as shown in Figure-17 
Thus <;I different eum:nt values were obtained as follows 
i - 0 to 8 
Then the&e current values uscd in thc following equation to gd tht': power 
supplied to each heater; 
(8) 
(9) 
As a result the tolal power supplied to the module was calculated as follows 
\Valts (l0) 
The heat flux generated by each heater in Watt",'em" was calculated [or eaeh 
power ~etting by the following equation 
(Wattsiem' ) (II) 
where A,u'~ 1.94 em' Efketivc Heater area 
The values of total power and heat flux per heater for cac.h [Xlwel selling wele 
tahulated in Tahle 5 
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Power Setting Power Setting P ,,,,,lW) 










1 able 5. Power Stttlngs for Both Set ofExpenments 
2. Calculation of Heat Dissipation 
a. Average Temperature Differential 











The tcmptrattlrt oftht wolant was measured at the inlet and outlet oftht 
modulc for 30 times during each run of experiments. The average of both inlet and outlet 
tempcmtures were calculated by the progmm written in QBASIC for tht data acquisition 
system as fo llows; 
(12) 
b. /leal I);ss;pated by the Coolant 
The coolant dissipated almost all of the heat supplied by the heaters to the 
flow-T hrough module, The following equation was utiliztd to calculate the heat 




p Density (g / ml) 
Q Flow rate (mil min) 
cp Specific Heal (J I g °C) 
6.1''''8: Average Temperatun: Differential (c C) 
c. Average ModI/Ie Suif/lce Temperature 
The temperature on the surface of the module was measured at 15 different 
locations for each set of experiments. (Sidc- A and Side- R). The average of these fifteen 
It:mpt':ratures were calculated for data analyzing purposes as follows: 
~ T(I} 
6.TJ"rf""~ 
3. Heat Loss Througb the Insulation 
(14) 
Some amount of heat WdS conducted through the insulation in either direction 
depending on the power setting and flow rate. Average module surface temperatun: was 
utilized in calculating the hcat losst:~ through the insulation as follows; 
Watt~ (I S) 
whcrt: 
k "" 0.04 Wlm °c Thennal Conductivity of the Insulat ion 
A = S.66 in * 6 in = 33.96 inl = 0.0219 m l Surface Area of the Insulation 
L "" 0.75 in = 0.0191 m Insulation TIlickness 




IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
A. IlEAT TRANSFER DATA 
A program written in QBASIC code was utilized to obtai n experimental data, 
(voltages and temperatures) through the data a(;quisition ststern . Voltage and temperature 
values were used to calculate the following information in the Tables 6 through 4 1; 
Heat supJied to the fTM by each heater, in watts 
rotal power supplied to the module, in watts 
Average module surface temperature, in ()C 
Average temperatures of the coolant at the inlet and outlet of the module and 
the different ial of these t\VO temperature values, in °c 
• Thcrmopby~icaJ properties, den~ity and specific beat of the coolant, Brayco 
M icronic 889, ill g / ml and in J / g °c respectively 
• Heat di~sipated by the coolant, in watts 
• Heat losses through the insulation, in watts 
Thermocouples 5 through 19 \vere used 10 measure the surlaee temperatures of 
the module at 15 differeT1\ locations. These temperature values are plotkd in Figures 19 
tluough 27 and 33 through 37 for both sets of experiments conducted for S ide· A and 
Side-l:3, respectively 
The graphs of average temperature differentia l of the coolant between inlet and 
outlet 'IS. flow rate are sho\~T\ in Figures· 28 and 38 for Side -A and Side -8 respect ively 
Logarithmic scales of the same graphs are shown in Figures 29 and 39. Average Module 
surface temperature 'Is. flow rate is graphed for both Side -A and Side -8 in figures 30 
and 40 respectively. Also logarithmic s(;ales of these graphs arc plotted in Figures 31 and 
111.Total power supplied to the module was compared with the sum of heat dissipated uy 
the l:oolant and the heat lost through the insulation and the graphs are shown ill Figures 
32 and 42 for both sides of the FTM 
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FTM SIDE - A 
'" 
75O 
'" POWER POWER POWER POWER 
2.261 2.256 2.257 2.257 
2.25 2.245 2,245 2,245 
2.233 2.228 2.228 2,228 
2.1 66 2.161 2.162 2.162 
Heate.--5 2.227 2.222 2.222 2.222 
l!L~-6 2,241 2.243 2.244 2.245 2.24 2,241 
~~1 2.226 2227 2,229 2,23 2.225 2,225 Heater-8 2m 2.228 2.23 2.23 2.226 2.226 
fieiilu -9 l 2-" - 2.258 2.26 2.261 2.256 
TOT . POW. 20.069 20.08 20.095 20.103 20.os9 
A~. Su;:-:r.- 23.23 22.91 22.17 21.85 21.61 
T in 21,294 21,302 20.497 20.558 20.341 
Tont 23.43 22.949 21,849 21,728 21.461 
DENSITY 0,7924 0.7926 0,7934 0.7934 0.7936 
SPJlEAT 20633 V)622 2058 2,0578 2,0568 
fluid 20.37 20.19 20.24 20.69 22.85 
...Q ins 0.01 -0.04 -0,04 -0.06 ~'" Q tota l 20.38 20.1 5 20.2 " .... 22.79 OELTA9 0.311 0.07 0105 0.527 2.731 
DTins 0.14 _0.84 









21.61 21 35 
21.59 21.35 
21 .6 21.4] 









Power and TemJ>!'rature Data for Side - A. at Power Sen,og I 
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FTM SlDE - A 









4.43& 4,44 4441 
4.474 4,476 4.477 
4,442 4,444 4.445 
4 .... 4.446 4,447 
4,504 007 008 
40.072 40.09.4 40.103 
- 2"3."6" 23.31 23.08 
20.66 20,61 20.64 
23.41 22,97 2268 
0,7927 0.7929 0793 
20618 2.0<>07 2.0601 
41.2 41.77 41.66 










'" 22,18 2U2 
23.<)6 22.5 22.21 
24.01 23.13 2) ,04 
2411 23.31 22,97 






24,43 23,75 23.53 
24,83 2404 23,77 
24,&4 201 24,28 
2455 24.23_ .-,.-
Power and T~mp"ranue Data for Slde-A at Power Setting 3 
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POWER St<:TTIN : # t .<;.O \.II!.\TT~ 
I Flow Rate : POwr1t50 POWt:~50 , POWE~SO POW £~SO POw dt50 POWJo:;so I POw'[~50 
~t--.. "l~ 5.632 5,624 5,625 5.626 5.627 51.6~28 1 
Heal£.:L~60fJ _ 5,604 5.596 5,597 5.S99+-_ ~ 5,6 ~eate~ 1 S_~? 5.56 1 5,554 5, 555 -sR 5.557 1 5.557 Heater-4 54! f ' 5.416 5.409 541 5.41\ 5.112 5.413 ::::1 ;;!i ;:;:; ~;;: ; : ;:~ ~.;:~ ~~;~I 
~:::~ -~ sS5;i ~ _ ;;! ;_;!! ~.;:~ 5,549 ;: ~:~ --¥m 
I Heater -9 S,62~ 5.629 5.622 5.623 5,624 5.625 5.626 
IT OT. POW SO.078 50.086 SO.0 17 SO.027 50.0)<,1 50.046 SO.1I51 
AV. SUI", T. 25.3 24.53 1 24, 11 23.78 23.58 23 ,34 23. 16 
T in ;;:~~ ~'~ ;~:6~ ;~: ~! i~°rtt--;H~ [~~~~rrY 0.7917 0.7922 0.7924 0,7926 0,7921 07929 0,793 
SPJ{EAT 2067 2.(1644 2.0632 2.06} 20615 2,06OJ 2,06 fl:jflUid 48,78 4943 5065 SU2 51.88 52.53 52,51 ~ 0.12 008 - .c~ t----- S~ t--- 003 0 ,02 0 ,01 48.9 49.S1 SO.7 1 ~ SI.9I , S2~.S5 52.52 
Q -1.178 -0.576 0.693 1]"33 1.871 2.504 2.469 
_ ; .~H---¥o-~ 31J~ ~:~ ~:~t- ;°3; ~'z,: 
f /C-O n.76 22.83 22.R4 1 21:£1 i;~~~ ~:' ~! 2407 23.5 23.29 23 .14 19.97 19.91 19.97 19.91 20. 13 
T/C -] 20,69 20.64 20,76 20,75 20.M 20.64 
f /C_4 24.72 1 24,07 23 .61 2297 2273 
T/C-S 21.92 21.67 21.61 2151 21.33 2\.Z9 
'T /C-6 2305 22.71 22.5 22.4 22.28 22.)3 21.98 ~~ **t- 23.69 23.44 23.25 l--~3  22;~~77 23 .69 23.46 23.21 23.02 22.77 n65 
T /C -9 2386 23.53 23.3 
-£tr ;;.:~ ;;. ~! TIC-tO 24.54 2382 23.43 23 .15 
~l 25.91 2517 2477 24.44 24,19 23.98 23,77 
~~C -12 ~ .. Z.U5 24,41 2402 23 .*=;~29 T/C - U 25,45 24.59 24.09 23.71 ;i' ;~ 2;31 ~ 2;{§-TIC _t4 25.51 ;:4,56 24.08 23.68 
~15 25,19 24,35 2388 23.5 23.25 1 1302 22.81 T/C-16 ;:6.43 24,97 24,57 24.;:4 1 ;:.~~~ T/C-17 2742 
---1ffi-j- ' 25.61 25.1\ 24.77 ' TIC - IS 27 86 2674 26. 14 25.64 25.26 24.99 24.73 
T/C-19 27.49 26.42 25.75 2527 24.92 24.65 24.4 
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VOWl<' R "-"'ITlNI' S r 60 \\/.\TTS) 
FluwRlllt 350 450 1 550 1 650 750 850 950 
POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER ~-.:;;-~~FR 
~ ntattr . l : 6_ 7~1 6,751 6.751 6' 2# r--- ? ~ 6.755 
~::: ~ -+--~_~Ht- ~.~ ~:~ ~-~ ::~;~ ~:~~ _  :~;~ 
~ter-4 64 8 1 6.484 6.484 6.485 6.494 6.494 6.494 , 
~:: ::~ ! :~~ ~ '~~ -----t~~ :,~~ 62;; :_~~ ~';~: 
~;--+----~ _ 652 6652 6.652 6652 6659 665}::::~+ :~!! ~ ::~~~ !:~~ :-~! ::~~ 
TOT . POW 60.016 60~024 60J)95 60.014 
~v Sur T 2663 25.49 2483 24.09 23.58 T'iu ' . '21 20.77 :W.66 20.61 2064 20.6 20.5 1:1 Tout ~7.;~~ 25.61 Oi9ii 027~~! -o~li9~~ 0 79;! 
2.0709 2.0669 20632 11)624 2.()614 2.(l607 
58,77 59.4 61.46 62.32 62,73 63.12 
iru 0,11 0,08 0.05 0,04 1 ~?~ L~~t~I ~ ,48 60.63 61.51 62.36 ~l7~~ 
I I;~n-~I -0_544 0.605 1.483 2265 2.682 1086 , 
rg: ~:d ~_~ ~-~ ~'~ 0.9 °28; ~,~~ 
r-T/C'O ~ 22,7) T/C-! 24.52 23.16 22.76 22,56 ~- !----!971 20.01 20.01 20.0 1 T/C-3 2 \ 1 2087 20,66 20,66 20 20.69 .-~ T /C-4 
2;76t[ 25.65 24.8 24 12 2l 23 .39 2304 f-Wc1- 2208 21.79 21 .62 2U5 21.52 2\41 TIC 1 23.93 23.27 22.61 22.SI 22.39 22.26 
T/C-7 25.23 24 ,48 23,66 2351 23 .34 2313 
r-¥f: -! 25.44 2452 2396 23 ,61 23.37 23.1 9 ;~ .%-T/C-9 ;~~~H 25.35 24,83 2424 2403 [t'C - tO 24,63 23,99 23,53 23.31 23.01 22.86 
TIC-I I 27.4 1 26.26 25.6 25.11 2485 24.59 ~ T/C-12 27.11 25 . ~4 25.12 24.6 24.3 2402 23.73 
T/C- t3 26.78 25.49 24,8 24.23 23.93 ;Ws l .;-m ~625.S1""24." 23,85 
rIC- IS 26.47 25.22 24,S3 24.02 23.72 ;!:~ -2ffi f /C-16 27.91 26.S7 Z5S4 25.3 24,95 
\- T/C _17 29,07 27.51 26.59 , 25,94 25.54 25 .14 24.81 
t T/Cots r---2~ . 58H8,0tr=~6¥ 
-~~ , ~~ ..::iili:L ~ T/C- 19 29.19 27.S7 2h 7~ 26.08 
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~~:~FOW[~50 ,>0 5>0 7S0 85O FOWER POWER FOW[R POWER POWER 
Heater- l 7.88& 7.88 7.881 7_883 7.884 7&75 
7.847 7.84 7,842 7.&43 7.844 7_845 7,837 
Hcatcr-J ~.~~ +- /5~ 7,n l 7.7&3 7,784 7.785 7,117 ~-4 7.569 7,568 7H3 ~'~  lIca1cr -5 "66 7,759 7.161 7.162 1.764 
~caler -6 7&2& 1 .823 ~ 1.&26 7826 1_819 
Heater-7 t---H~9 7,762 7.16J 1 .164 7.765 7_766 ~.~~~i l-kalcr S 7_773 7.7&J 7.768 7.111 7.171 1 ,111 
Healer-9 7_879 1.872 7.874 7_876 7871 7.87& 1.871 
TOT. POW, 7U09 1 70.044 70.062 70.07S 70.0117 70.091 '~~O~; I Av. Sur. T. 27.75 26.49 2572 25.22 24_84 24_56 
TO. 21.12 20.88 20.&4 20_83 20_8 1 20.81 20_74 
t 28_31 2().54 24.83 24,3 23.91 ~ 0_7904 0_7913 , 0.7917 0,7<)2 0_7922 0.1924 0_1926 2.0131 H)693 2_0669 2_06~3 2_0641 20632 2_0623 68.14 69_ 51 69.9 70.88 7154 7J.8 72.73 0.13 001 004 0.02 001 0 _001 
I Q- totai 69.94 10.9 11.55 , .. 
DELTA ·2.239 -0,122 0.825 1.463 U09 2_698 
fr?T;.,- 2_18 
'" 
0,<>2 0.49 0,25 
" 
-0.14 
DTn"id 5_63 , )09 2.15 
TlcH 24.97 24$ 24.46 rTtl~ 27.Q.4 24,66 24.4 H 19 
TIC-2 19.93 19.<n t--wift-- 20.03 20 ~--1-;!-~~ 20_85 20.88 20.82 25.57 2437 2~i.H 23.51 TIC-5 2~ r- 22_15 21.86 ;~:~ 1 TIC-6 
",' 
23.47 22.99 12.S1 
TIC-7 24,72 24.11 ;~-:~  r¥; -8 26_31 
'" 
24_04 
TIC-9 21.35 25.72 
" 
24,79 ;}ffi TIC-IO 26,6 1 24_72 2)9 23 .66 
TIC-It 28.64 2665 25_71 2542 25.14 
TIC-12 2&_28 1 26,85 16.03 2502 24.14 24.44 
~~ }ffu- 26.49 25.61 2504 24,61 23.95 2791 26.42 24,93 24.52 23 ,85 TIC -15 27.48 26_12 24 ,78 24.37 ~ TIC -16 29.34 27.84 2635 25.9 25.22 TIC - 28.83 27.01 2565 TIC 21.81 26.4&1 26_04 








FTM SIDE - A 
0,79 16 0,7921 
2,()6R8 2,0672 2,0646 
78.94 81 02 80.62 
O.OS 003 0,01 -'0' 
78.99 8IAl 
-1.031 1.031 2.399 0,601 22g9 
102 0.6 024 - -0,09 -0,1 6 
5.25 3. 18 
-
25.3 , 25.24 
26,16 25.31 24.8 
20,04 19.97 20,12 19,93 
2103 21.04 20,94 20,91 
26.28 2501 24.41 2409 
22,36 22,25 22,]J 2199 2186 
2402 23.94 2363 2p2 2Hl4 
25,45 2H l 25.01 
25.44 25,39 24.92 
26.57 ~8 26.08 
2H 7 25.35 24,86 
--V.59 ~-27Yj 26,96 
26,94 2682 26,3 
26,46 26)6 25,79 
26.38 26,31 25.71 
2619 26 255 1 
28.01 27.32 
28 89 28.76 28.03 
29,82 29.67 ~
29,23 29.14 28.44 
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650 750 850 
POWER I POWER POWER POWER 
10.127 10.107 10.121 10\24 
10078 10057 10.071 10,075 
10 9,98 9.993 9.997 
9.7'13 9774 'Im--7j)<i 
9.973 9.968 9.912 
10.049 mOB 10,0)) 
9.%9 9,97 1 9.952 
9.976 9.979 1 9959 
10.112 10.117 10.096 
90.062 90.091 89.912 
26' 26.23 2565 
20.74 20.74 20,5~ 
26.68 25.78 
0.79\3 0.79C6 0.792 
2.0693 2,067) 2,0651 
89. 16 89.35 9O.9R 
0 ,1)9 0,07 ' 
89.44 91.05 1 90.12 
-0,651 -~_1_.1~  ~







24.06 2.1 ,14 1 
25.59 25 .25 
25.56 25 .\ 
270 1 26.43 
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11.074 )],077 11.078 
11]6 \Ll63 11164 
11.069 11 .071 11.072 
1 1 , 07~ 11 .08 11081 
11 .23 11 .232 IL234 
100.001 100.013 100.023 
27,46 26.88 26.35 
2069 20,63 
27,19 26.34 25, 56 
0.791 1 0 791 4 
20703 206" 
97.29 100 19 





2~~rMQC2~1~~1 t· R~:~rGS 24,57 1 




20.83 20.72 20.8 20.74 
28.68 27.24 26.43 25 .7 
22.115 22.54 22.4 22,18 
24.86 24.31 24.09 
26.7 2604 25.7 25,34 
2683 26.05 2566 
28.32 27.44 26.98 
28.65 27,08 26.13 25,61 25.13 
3l.57 29.93 28.94 28.33 27.82 
30.88 29.06 27.91 27.23 
30.28 28.3 27.11 26.49 
30.41 28.47 27.26 26.58 
29,71 27,94 26.85 26.19 
32.37 'Q< 29, 16 28.47 
34.23 30.24 29.36 
35.11 3274 ~ 30.39 
~4 n 30.63 29.71 
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Flow Ratt 3~- 550 650 
;------ ------p()WER POWER POWER POWER POWER P 
2.249 2.2~ 2247 2.247 2 .247 
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2199 2171 21.59 
" 
20,93 20.9 
2209 21.91 21.82 
22,4 2221 2207 
22.11 iTi9 2]7) 
21.8J 2155 21.46 
22.09 21.8 2168 1 
23.08 22,68 2253 
23J~ 22.93 22.74 
23 ,02 22.68 2lA4 
22.73 22.34 2215 
2fs 22.43 22.23 
23.81 23.35 23,] 
24.19 23.67 2342 
2) .6 - 22,85 
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vrM SIDE - R 
350 4~0 550 
POWIo:R roWER POWER 
6.762 6.76 6.759 
6,726 
6.675 6.67S 
6427 6.423 6 .409 








24.67 24.09 23.55 
0,7921 0.7923 0.7926 
2065 2.0637 2.0622 
57,43 j 57.75 58,02 
~.1 -0,12 
~7J3 ~7_M ~7_9 
-2.698 -2 .394 -2.129 - 159] ,~ 
-2.2 -2 42 -2.72 _2.87 _3 
1&3 3.26 2.9 2.56 2.24 
MOCO]IPI f MUllINGS 
19.6 19.54 19.71 
32.97 32.25 31 .87 
26.2 25.99 2582 
2105 20.93 20.9 
25,68 24,76 1 24, \6 
-----nr 22.79 22.42 
2127 21.22 
2296 n74 








24.72 24 02 
26.36 25.52 
26,94 ~2 















" ~~:~-t--- ~:'6~ 37. 13 
R/C-2 25,S7 26.12 ~ t--~ 0,98 
ffC-.4 29, 14 27,03 
T/C -5 2496 :n.86 
w~ 
T/C -8 2S , {,~ 




TIC-II 25.39 24,15 
T/C ·12 2787 26.29 
T/C-lJ 28.65 26.86 
T/C-14 27,67 26, 11 
TIC-16 r---' 27.4 2~1gJ ~'!c -15 27EI4!==6 25,6 
TfC-17 _-r-J005 28,02 l_ 



















































T.blf 18. Power ami TelTlperalureData for Side - B, at P"werSettmg 4 
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19,91 19.99 



















650 7S0 RSO 
POWER POWt:R POWER POWER 
11.238 11.239' 1\,24 
lU8S IU8} \l,184 11,185 
11,101 111 11 ,101 
10,922 1 J O.921 10,922 
1].07 11,069 ITo7 \ L071 
11.1 58 1 1 1~6 1 1~-lTI59-
11.067 1i.C165 11,067 I~ 
11,073 11 ,073 1],075 
11,225 11.227 
100.027 100.039 100.048 
24.72 23,76 23,43 
20,48 20.42 20.42 20,.l6 
26,05 25,\ 8 24.63 24, 15 
---o-79f6 0.792 0,7923 -~
2,0673 2,1)652 2,064 20628 
95.45 98.75 97,32 9'U3 98,\ 
21.l11 21.05 
24.53 23.% 23.58 
25 ,26 24.67 24,24 
2463 23.92 23 ,48 
23,8 23.12 22.71 
23 ,17 2US 22.92 
25.59 25,02 24,44 
26.35 2561 ' 25.13 
253 5 24,8 243 
26.44 24,76 24 ,1 4 23.62 
26,69 2" 23.92 
26.49 
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B. FORMULA nON OF THE CORRELATIONS 
The correlation calculations are based on some assumptions made for the free 
flow arca, Af and thc log mean temperature differencc, !'!.T U.f. The assumption for the 
free fiuw area is made due to the uncertainty of the inner dimensions of the FTM. This 
assumption is made for the width of the :; parallel passages in order to calculate the 
number of channels in a passage shown in Figure 7 and detailed in Figure 42 
Heating of the FTM would not fit either the "constant surtaee heat nux" case. or 
the "constant wall temperature" ea~e. Therefore the log-mean temperature difference was 
defined for the experiments as follows 
(17) 
(T(19)-1) (T(5)-7m ) 
= In [ ~ 1\ 19) - T) 7 (r(5) - 1m) 1 
The rest of the necessary data lS available in order 10 be able to calculate the 
Reynolds and the Slanton numbers. The equations utilized for the calculations of these 





The hydraulic diameter is calculated by using the following equation and the 
dimensions defined for the fins, in hgure fi and drawn in detail in Figure 42 
75 
The free flow area of the coolant through the three parallel pa~sages of the FTM 
is evaluated with respect to the assumption made {or tht: passage width ( Fih'llre 42) 
which i~ assumed to be 1.75 in. Since the fin density is knolNfl the free !low art:u is 
calculated as follows: 
AI ==hxbxn (21 ) 
:= 0.06 x 0.046x 34 == 0.09384in2 == 6.0542 x la -5m2 
where, 
Height of a Channel. 
h: Width ofa Channel 
Number of Channels in a Passage in the Tmnsvt:rse Direction 
The avt:rage velocity of the coolant through the channels is calculated by using 
the following equation 
(22) 
Finally, the necessary infomlation to cvaluate the Reynolds and tllC Stanton 
numbers arc availahle and the results are tabulated in Table 22 and plolted in Fil;,'llres 43 
through 5& 
The relationship between Reynolds and Sian/on numbers is formulated by 
utilizing the logarithmic plots. The results for each power selling arc tabulated in Tables 
20 and 21, for both sides of the FTM 
76 
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CORRELATION (SI VS. Ne) I TOTAL POWER 
(Watts) 
SI =- Q,1 11*Re"(l1! ' I 60 
St-O. 110*Rc .{lm 70 
St=O.120*Re .{l!w) RO 
St - Q, 123*R e -<l136 90 
I 100 
Table 20. Correlat1Ons for Side - A 
CORRELATION (SI YS. Re) I TOTAL POWER 
(Watts) 
SI - Q,Q84*Re- 0 4'JJ 20 
St_O,Q91*Re- 0324 J 40 
51 - O.09S*Re ..n)57 I 60 
5t - O.084"'Re - 0,10) I 80 
5t - 0.101 *Re-<Un9 100 
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o 04~4 0 03S ii 
3.12 
" 0.179 O.lOI> 0 12·1 





4 .0577 I 0.0555 
09 4,94 
0179 O.2o)(i 0 234 0 262 
0,00006 1 0 00006J O.()()()06) 
Reynolds and St'1lltM NamMf Data for Bllth Side, ofth~ fTM 
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STANTON # vs REYNOLDS # 




0. 02 , , 
REYNOLDS NUMBER 
Figure 43. L'near Plot of Stanton vs_ Reynolds Number for Side -A, 
at Power SettIng 2 
STANTON # vs REYNOLDS # 
SIDE -A(30W) 
l 
0 .01 '-' - ------- - - - - _ _ _ ----' 
I~~ 
Figure 44. LogaritllTnlc Plot ,-,fStanton vs. Reynolds Number lo r Side -A, 









Linear Plot ofSranton vs. KeynoldS"llmber for Side -A 
atl'owerSe1ting() 
STANTON # vs REYNOLDS # 
SIDE· A (70 W) 
REYNOLDS NUMBER 
'F~i=o,"=O"~4~6. ==:=~~~Plo=ot5of~St:CO,"~i():~ ~,;. 'R:eynold'"":, N:::-u::"m~"':::cf~m~Si:':'d'~A~,~~~~ 
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I STANTON # vs REYNODS # SIOE-A{l00W) 
::: ~ 
O.03 l 
_~ ___ ,____ J 
REYNOLDS NUMBER 
Figun' 47. Linear Plot ofSta1l1on vs. Reynolds Numbt:r for Side-A, 
at Power ScUmg 9 
STANTON # vs REYNODS # 
SIDE - A (l00 W) 
"'~ 
I 
J~ __ _ 
Figure 48. L<Jgaflthmic Plot of Stanton vs Reynolds Number for SIde -A. 
at Power ScUms 9 
Figure 49. Linear Plol of Stanton vs. Reynolds Nwnber for Side - A, at Power 
Sdtings 2,6 and 9 
Figure 50. Logarithmic Plot of Slamon vs. Reynolds Number for Side A, at Power 
Settings 2,6 and 9 
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I STANTON # vs REYNOLDS NUMBER 




0 ,055 1 
II '"', . REYNOLDS NUMBER 
Figure 51. Linear Plot of Slant on v,. Reynolds Number for Side-8. 




STANTON # vs REYNOLDS NUMBER 
SIDE· B (60 W) 
'" ,L _______ ----' 
Figure 52. Logarithmic 1'101 of Stallion YS. ReYllolds Number for Side -8, 
at Power Selling 3 
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STANTON # vs REYNOLDS # 
SIDE - 8 (80 WJ 
, 
REYNOLDS NUMBER 
f"igure 53. Linear Plot of Stan too vs. Rtynolds Number to r Side-8. 
at Power SdlUlg 4 
iSTANTON # vs REYNOLDS # 
SIDE - B (80 WI 
, 
~ I ~ 
O,O l~ 
REYNOLDS NUMBER 
Figure 54. L()gmitilmic Plot of Stanton vs Reynold, Number for Side -B, 







STANTON # VS REYNOLDS # 
SIDE - 8 (100 W) 
. 
REYNOLDS NUMBER 
Figure 55. Linear PIO! of Stanton ~. Reynolds Number for Side -B, 
a! Pnwer Setting 5 
O.01 ~­
, 
.' igure 56. Logarilhmic Plot of SL'Ulton v~_ Reynolds Number for Side -B, 
at Power Selling 5 
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I"igure 57. Linear Plot of Stanton vs. Keynold~ ~umber for Side B, at Power 






Figure 58. Logarithmic Plot of Stanton vs. Reynolds Number for Side A, at Power 
Settings 3,4 and 5 
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v. IJlSCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
Both sets of experiments oondu(;\I;.':U for Side·/\ and Sidc-8 clearly showed the 
effectiveness and high cooling capacity oflhe FTM. 
A. THE EXPERIMENTS CONDUCTED FOR SIDE-A 
Tht: lhennocouplc readings plotted in Figures -18 through 26 show the general 
trend of temperature rise along the flrst and third rows and temperature decrease in the 
second row of the flow path. 
The decrease in Ihl;.': surface temperatures of Ihl;.': module, as shown in Figures - 18 
through 26, wa:; observed morc clearly during the changes of flow rates from 350ml/min 
to 450 mlimin and from 450 mUmin to 550 mllmin at all power settings. For the rest of 
the flow settings the decrease in surface temperatures were almost equal and actually the 
decrease varied logarithmically. The lowest temperature was measured al IhemlOcouplc 
5, which was the first reading taken from the surface of the module. This low tcmperature 
occurred due to the which fin~ existed on the path from the inlet to that thtTmocouplc 
location. On the other hand, the tcmperature on the surface oflhe moduJe was mea~ured 
at thermocouple location 18, which was before the Jast thermocouple affixed just after 
heater-F (Figure -12). The slope oftempennure rise across the heaters is almost equal for 
the heaters A,B,C and E. This slope was steeper than the others, that is temperature rises 
across these heaters were more significant than healer D and F. 
On the other hand, the temperature was observed to decrease across heatcr-D fo r 
all of the power and flow settings. This was explained hy the counter-flow heat exchanger 
effect occurring between the inlet and the bend, between the second to the third rows. 
Significant negative slope was ohserved between thermocouple readings 11 through 15 
due to this counter-flow heat exchrmger effect. 
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The temperature difference between inlet and outlet of the module, showed a 
logarithmic decrease as the flow rate increased (Figure -27). A linear relationship was 
observed when the same graph was plotted on log-log scalc (Figure -28 a and 28 b). 
These linear lines were observed to hi:: parallel whieh helped in determining the 
correlation in tenns of Stanton numhl::r and Reynolds numher. The avemgc surface 
temperature orthl;.': module showed the same trend oflogarithmic decrease as the flow rate 
increased 
The heat dissipated by thl;.': coolant for aH powl;.':r settings was observed to be 
increasing as the How rate increased (Figure 31). A tendency of higher heat dissipation 
Ie\'e] than the total JXlwer supplied to the heaters was observed. This arose in 33 of 63 
experiments ( 50%) conducted for Side-A, with the highest increase of t o% (Power 
setting 2). Similar results were gem:ratcd in the previous study and in the experiments 
conducted by the Crane Division of Naval Surface Warfare Center. This occurred in 60 uf 
80 runs (75%), during the previous study and ]6 of 23 runs (69.6%) during the 
experiments conduckd by NWSC {1,2]. According tu thl;.': guidelines presented in the 
pre\'ious study related to the coolant specific heat, Delsen Laboratories data was used in 
calculations, in order to be able to acquire hetkr results than before. Howl;.':ver as 
mentioned earlier in 33 of 63 runs conducted for Side-A the same results as before were 
observed. 2.3% of the discrepancy in the heat dissipation level was explained by the 
uncertainty, calculated for l] tloid , in Appendix - B. However there still some amount of 
em::rgy difference existed between the power into heaters and the heat dissipated by the 
coolant. 
The general trl;.':nd was observed as foHows: The heat dissipation level was less 
than the total power supplied into the heaters at lower flow rates and it kept increasing as 
the flow rates increased. Thus thl;.': amount of heat dissipated by the coolant was more than 
the total power supplil;.':d by the heaters at high flow rales. 
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The criteria defined for steady slate achievement, was assumed to he the same for 
higher flow rates. However some amount of fluctuations were observed at the inlet 
temperature of the coolilllt as the flow rate increa~ed. This resulted in noticeahle 
difference between the temperature differentials, even though steady state was assumed to 
be achieved. This might be the cause of higher heat dissipation levels observed at higher 
flow rates. 
The general fonn of the correlations obtained hy fannulating the relationship 
ben.vecn the Stanlon and the R<'-,)'tlolds munbers was as follows: 
In (St) = m* In (Re) + n 
St=A* ReB 
The coefficient A, increases as the power increases and the maximum difference 
between the values of exponent B, is ahout 0.08 which is assumed to be in a reasonable 
range (Table 20). The increase in the coeffil:ient A, can be explained by the pfandtl 
number effect nf thc coolant 
B. EXPERIMENTS CONDUCTED FOR SIDE-B 
The decrease in the surface temperatures of the module WllS observed more clearly 
during the changes of the flow ~ettings at lower flow rates as observed on Side-A. 
Cooling capability of the FTM was more signifil:ant during the first two flow settings 
which was the same result obtained from the tirst set of experiments. The same 
logarithmic trend, in the decrease of module surface temperatures was observed as the 
flow rate increased. The lowe~t and the highest temperatures consistently occurred at 
thermocouples 6 and 18 respectively. i\ sharp decrease in temperature was ohserved 
between thennocouplcs 5 and 6 which could be explained hy the existence of the fins 
along this path 
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rhe same trend of logarithmic decrease was ohserved in the average surface 
temperature vs. flow rate graph. Unlikt: Side-A, the heal dissipated by the coolant was 
always less than the total power supplied by the heaters. 
The relationship between Rt:ynolds and Stanton munbt:rs was formulated in the 
same way as for Side - A. Tht: cocfficit:ot A was also increasing a" the power mit": 
increased, which verified the Prandtl nmnber effect of the coolant. The maximum 
difference in the values of the exponential n, is about 0.18. 
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VI. RECOMMENDATIO'lS 
In order to be able to t:ompletely interpret the data obtained throughout this and 
the previous studies [1,2] knowledge of the internal configuration of the FTM would be 
required. This would also providl: a valuable information in acquiring the correlation by 
making the wrrections to the fi'ce-flow area. Unfortunately due to the proprietary nature 
of the FTM, it was not possible to cut it open 
The experiments can be n:peated using water as the coolant of the system to 
compare the data and to determine the Prandtl numner dependcm;e on the effectiveness of 
the module. 
TIle correlations in terms of Colburn j factor can be calculated using the data and 
the results can be compared with the ones obtained in a previous study [14]. 
rhe surface temperature pancrns at various power and flow setlings can bl;.': 
visualized by using lhermochromic liquid crystllls.lbc temperature dllta obtained in this 
and in the previous study can be compared with the picturl;.':s of these images [1]. 
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APPENDIX A. SA~lPLE CALCULATIONS 
Sample calculations are based on power setting # 9 (100 Walts) of tile first set of 
experiments for the flow rate of 350 mUmin. The resu lts are tabulated in Table 13 and the 
procedure can be summarized as follows; 
The current passing through each heater is calculated by using Equation 8 as: 
(8) 
where i is the index for heaters and precision resistors from 0 to S. Thus for 
power setting #9 current passing through heater # 8 is calculated as; 
Ip(S) = 0~5~ = 0.707A 
and using Equation 9, the power supplied to the healer # 8 is calculated as: 
(9) 
from Equation II heat flux generated by each heater is evaluated as: 
qll=tX (~)=5.73 Watls/cm' (11) 
whcrcA.rr = 1.94cm" 
average of the differential between coolant inlet and outlet temperatures is 
calculated hy using Equation 12 as follows: 
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(12) 
The thcnHophysicai properties of the coolant, that is density and specific heat, are 
calculated by using Equation 1 and 3 respectively as follows: 
p = --8.8216 X 10-7 X l~"g - 7.9251 X T'I>'& +0.81055 :;:; 0 .7894 glml . (I) 
Cp = (3.528 X 10--4 x 1?,"K + 1.047 xl 0-3 X T,,>~ +0.4695) x 4.184 (3) 
:= 2.0791 JIg ' C 
where TU'E = T;(4); T;(3):;:; 2S.920C (2) 
The volumetric flow rate, which is ehos!:n to be 350 ml/min is calculated by using 
the following fourth order polynomial (Equation 5) obtained from the flowmeter 
calibrations: 
Q = 2.7 178 X iO-Sa 4 - 6.02 x 1O-' a" +0.4224«2 + 4.1837a-8.073 mllmin (5) 
where is the flowmeter reading in percent, %. Therefore heal dissipated by the 
coolant can be calculate<! by using Equation 13 as follows: 
qjluid :;:; PQ~Ta;'[ = 97 .75Wat[s (13) 
The average module surface temperature, which is utilized in heat loss calculation, 
is calculated by Equation 14 as follows: 
" LI\i) 
T'~if = Ts = 30. J6°C (14) 
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Tile heat loss through the insulation is calculated by using Eq uation 15 as follows 
(15) 
:= 0·~.~~9~219 (30. 16 - 24.27) '" 0.47Watts 
finally the difference in energy balance is calculated as; 
&; = P, - qflu,d _. qloSJ = 100.025 - 97.75 - 0.47 ~, 1.805Walls ( 16) 
The Reynold.~ and StallIOn numbers arc calculated by using Equations 18 and 19 
respect ively. Mean vclocity of thc fl uid through the channels for the flow sct ting 350 
ml/min is evaluated as follows: 
(22) 
= 9.63cmls 
The log mean temperature difference, used in Stanton number calculations is 
calculated for power setting # 9 as follows: 
I T(19)- TWI' r T(5) -1·i") 
"TLV ~ I, r [ T(19) - T,:' )7\[ 1\5) - I," )1 
(34.4 - 31.03) - (23.47 - 20.82) 
In[(34.4 31.03): (23.47 20.82)J 
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(n) 
Using Equation 18. the Reynolds number is calcu lated as foHows: 
Re = U",D h 0.096 x 1.323 x 10-) 2.54 
V 0.00005 
(18) 
and final ly. the Stanton number is evaluated by using Equation 19 as follows : 
St = - . P_,_ == HX1.025 0.0581 
pQcp 6T Ul 0.7894 x 2.0791 x 350 x 2.996 
(19) 
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APPENDIX n. UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS 
rhere was some uncertainty in measurements taken during the experiments. These 
uncertainty values were either evaluated or estimated for all of the variables mentioned in 
sample calculations and summari7.ed in Table 23 . 
The uncertainty of a function in the form, f (x, .x) = x, • Xl is evaluated by 
utilizing the following equation 
where; 




Total Uncertainty in Function f 
Uncertainty in Variable x, 
Uncertainty in Variable X, 
(23) 
["he uncertainty calculations were performed for power setting # :; and flow setting 
of950 ml/min, Where 
p=O.7929 glml 
v = 6.3 x 10-lm 2/s 
c. =2.0607 J/(g0C) 
1'3 = 20 ,56°C 
T,vg = 21.78 "C 
V~ --0- 12.288 Volt 
Um = 0262 mls 
tJ.h.,,= 1,332"C 
[4 = 23.00"C 
R p = 0,5009 Ohm 
V,=0.275 Volt 
Re= 5.48 
St = 0,0291 
Therefore the uncenainty in power supplied to the heaters can be calculated using 




VARIABLE UNIT UNCERTAINTY REFERENCE 
R, Ohm 0.0001 Calibration of Precision Resistors 
V & Vh Volt 0.008 %+0.0007 Integrating Voltmetcr Manual 
I , Amp 0.00263 % Calculated Eqn.(24) 
p, Watt 0.00263 % Calculated Eqn.(25) 
T ·c 0.12 ° C Thcnnocouple Calibration 
T,N! ' C 0,078% Calcul ated Eqn.(26) 
g1ml 0.005 Estimatcd 
J/g oC 0.005 Estimated 
m1/s 10 .6 Estimated 
% 1.5 Expcrimental Observations 
Q mlImin 2.1% Interpolation 
A m' 10 %(0.002 19 m~ Estimated 
L 0,003m Ruler Resolution 
IT"if · c 0.078% Calculated Eqn,(26) 
!J.Tw ' C 1,52% Calculated Eqn.(36) 
10 ·) Estimated 
10 ·) Estimatcd 
2,94% Estimated 
A< m' 1.08% Calculated Eqn.(30) 
A, m' 3.13% Calculated Eqn.(33) 
0 , 1.53% Calculated Eqn .(29) 
U. mI, 3.77% Calculated Eqn.(35) 
q w Watt 23,3% Calculated Eqn.(28) 
qn .. d Watt 2.34% Calculated Eqn.(27) 
R, 4.37% Calculated Eqn.(37) 
SI 3.6% Calculated Eqn,(38) 
Table 23. Uncertainty Values of the Variables 
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(24) 
~ = /(~) ' , (~)\2 = 0.00263 
Flo \1 Vh h (25) 
fhe un(;crtainty in average temperature differential from Equation 12" 
(26) 
The uncertainlY in heat dissipation satisfied by the coolant is evaluated from 
Equation 13 by utilizing the above results as follows 
(27) 
Oq,o...; =±I.4W 
The uncertainty in the flowmeter reading was ±1.5% with respect to the 
experimental observations_ Therefore the uncertainty for this flow selling (950 ml/min) is 
calculated simply by interpolating according to the flowmeter calibration, and found to be 
2,]% 
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The uncertainty in heat losses through the insulation is calculated as follows 
(28) 
The uncertainty calculations based on Reynolds and Stanton numbers arc evaluated 
by calculating the uncertainties in the following parameters as tollows 
The uncertainty in nydraulic diameter· 
where~ 
since A c = h*h 
and P=2*(h + h) 
Therefore the uncertainty in hydraulic diameter i s~ 
°ghh -:= J(O.0108)2 .I (O .OJ08)2 -00153 
rhe uncertainty in free-flow area is evaluated as follows; 








By using the result obtained from Equation (34), the uncertainty in the mean 
velocity of the coolant through the channels is I:alculated as follows 
(35) 
where (22) 
Finally, the uncertainty in the log-mean temperature difference is evaluated as 
follows 
(36) 
The ahove results can be utilized \0 calculate the uncertainties in the Reynolds and 




where ~ = 9 x 0.02367 = 0.0213 is the uncertainty in tolal power 
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APPENDIX C. THER.tvtOPHYSICAJ" PROPERTIES OF BRA yeO MTCRONIC 889 
The propertil:s of the coolant. Brayeo Mieroni c 889, are tabulated according to the 
data provided by the manufacturer. Ca~trol [3], as follows: 
TESTCASTMl ()E..SCRIPTIQIS R KI.OULT 
I ])-287 Specific Gravity 0.08 
D-445 Kinl:matic Viscosity, (106 m2/s) 
@ 100 °C 1.7 
@ 40 "c 5.2 
@-40 °e 260 
@ -54 °c 1,200 
D -877 Dielectric Strength, (KV) 35 
D- 11 69 Re.~istivity, 25°C (77 ° F), (ohm-em) 1.5_10'" 
D-287 Dl:usi ty, (g I ml) 
@ oOe (32°p) 0.811 
@ 20°C (68°p ) 0.794 I 
I @ 40°C ( \04 ° F) 0.777 
@ 100°C (212 °F) 0.723 
@ 160° C (320° F ) 0.661 J 
])-2766 Specific Heat ( call g ° e ) 
@ _180(, (O oF ) 0.49 I 
@ 10 ° C (50 0 F) 0.52 I 
@ 38 f e (I00op) 0.54 
@ 93° C (200 o p) 0.58 
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0-1903 Coefficient of Thennal Expansion, peroC J 
I 0_50
oC 8.3.10" I 
I S-IOOoC 9.2.10-- I 
I l00-ISO oC 10.3 .10" 
150-190 oC 11.7.10' I 
I D-3 1 14 Thennal Conductivity, BTUlhrftl (OF/f() I 
I "c of 
0 0 0.085 
I 10 50 0.083 j 
I 24 75 0.082 I 
1-
38 1()() 0.082 
93 2()() 0.078 1 
I 149 3()() 0.075 I 
I 204 4()() 0.072 I 
I 260 500 0.069 
Table 24. Properties of Brayco Mlcromc 889 L31. 
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APPENOrx D, QBASIC PROGRAM CODE 
This Program was written in order to establish an interrace between HP ]852A 
Data Acquisition / Control Unit and the Personal Computer. The program code is in 
QBASIC and it is located under the program group, "Thesis Items" in the Pc. After 
operating the HP]852i\. the program can be run by pressing F5 or by choosing "Run" 
from "File" menu while the fi le named "FTM,BAS" is open. Temperature and Voltage 
values acquired by HP ]852A are uti lized throughout other calculations 
CLS 
COLOR 14, 9 
PRfNT H Program for National Instruments PC2 IEEE-4RR BOARD to HP-3 852" 
PRINT" This uses the Universal Language Interface" 
PRJNT " ULI.COM must be run prior to running the program" 
PRINT" The name or the program is FTM.BAS" 
'Preparing the interface between program and PC2 board. 
OPEN "GPillO" FOR OUTPUT AS #1 
OPEN "GPillO" FOR INPUT AS #2 
'initializing the bus alld reset to dejmllt parameters 
PRINT #1, "ABORT" 
PRINT #1, "RESET" 
PRINT #1, "GPmEOS CRLF" 
PRINT #1 , "CLEAR 9" 
STARTlT 
PRINT #1, "REMOTE 9" 
commands. 
'Establish end of.~tring character 
'Clear device 9 which is HP-3852 . 
'Place it illlo Remote mode 10 accept 
PRINT # I, "OUTPUT 9; RESET 700" 'Reset voltmeter III slot 7 
PRINT II I, "OUTPUT 9; USE 700" 'Use voltmeter in slol 7. 
PRINT #1, "OUTPUT 9; CONP TEMPT" 'Configure for temperature, type T. ' 
* .... * .. ***** BEGIN TO TAKE DATA** .... ************ 
DIM TEMP(20), V(IR), R(9), P(9) 'Defining dimensions jar variables 
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INPUT "ENTER FLOWRATE IN mUmin >", Flow 
FOR 1 = 0 TO 19 'ForiNextLoopforchannels; All 20 
channels of 
'the HP 44708A relay multiplexer. 
CHNLS = STRS(l + 300) 
MSG$ = "OUTPUT 9;MEAS TEMPT" + CHNU 
'Command to measure temperature 
on channell 
PRINT #1, MSG$ 
PRINT # 1, "ENTER 9" 
board. 
' Sending MEASURE command to HP-3852 
'Call enter routine on inter/ace 
INPUT #2, TMP$ 
TEMP(J) = V AL(TMPS) 'Data returning inlo IMPS 
PRINT "THERMOCOUPLE "; (1); , = "; TEMP(l) 
NEXT 1 
1= 0 
PRINT #1, "OUTPUT 9;CONF DCY" 
PRINT #1, "OUTPUT 9;USE 700" 
'Configuring/or DC Volt meWiurements 
FOR 1 = 0 TO 17 
and 
CH$ = STR$(1 + 200) 
is 2. 
MESSS = "OUTPUT 9;MEAS DCY" + CHS 
2()O+1. 
PRINT #1, MESS$ 
PRINT #1, "ENTER 9" 
INPUT #2, VOL 1$ 
Y(l) '" VAL(VOLTS) 
NEXT I 
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, 18 channels are used/or Healers 
, Precision ReJislor.~. 
I SIal number Jor DCV meusuremenls 
'Measuring ~·oltages on channels 
'Calling EN1'EH routine 
'Data is slored to V(lJ 
PRINT II I , "OUTPUT 9;BEEP" 
PRINT III, "CLEAR 9" 
PRINT II 1, "LOCAL 9" 
R(O) = .4876 
R(I) = .4877 
R(2) = .4877 
R(3) = .4878 
R(4) = .4876 
R(5) = .4876 
R(6) = .5008 
R(7)~ .5 




DO WHILE I < 20 
1=1 + I 
TMPT = TMPT + TEMP(I) 
LOOP 
TSURF = TMPT I 15 
PRINT "AVG SURF. TEMP"; 
PRINT USING "1111.##"; TSURF 
FORI = OT08 
P(I) ~ V(I) • (V(I + 9)) I R(I) 
PRINT I ; 
'Preci.~ion Resislors in Ohms. 
'Calculating the module average surface 
, Module average surjace temperature 
, Prillling Volrages and Total Power to screen 
, Calculating Power supplied by each Heater. 
PRINT USING "11# .11##"; V(I); , Voltage Drop across the !leaters 
PRINT USING "##.### "; V(I + 9); 'Voltage Drop across The Precision Re.~islor.~ 




DO WHiLE 1< 10 
I = I + I 
'LOOI) jar Total Power calculation. 
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TOTPWR = TOTPWR + P(I - 1) 
LOOP 
PRINT "TOTAL POWER INPUT =="; 






'Printing the time to screen 
DOWHILEI<31 'Loop for calculating the average of 30 measurement.1 
taken for 
1=1 + 1 
CHNL$ "" STR$(303) 
, coolant inlet wid 01ltlet temperatures 
MSG$ = "OUTPUT 9;MEAS TEMPT" + CHNL$ 
PRINT # 1, MSG$ 
PRINT #1, "ENTER 9" 
INPUT #2, TMP$ 
T( 1) = V AL(TEMP$) 
T3=T3+T(I) 




T4 = O! 
PRINT TfME$; 
DO WHll..E I < 31 
1 =1 + 1 
CHNL$ '" STRS(304) 
'Average value for the coolant inlet temperature 
MSGS = "OUTP UT 9;MEAS TEMPT" + CHNL$ 
PRINT # 1, MSG$ 
PRINT #1, "ENTER 9" 
ThlJ'UT #2, TMP$ 
T( I) = V AL(TEMP$) 
T4 = T4+T(I) 
TOUT = T4 /30 , A w!rage vallie for the coolant outlet temperature. 
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LOOP 
DIFF = Tor)T - TIN I Difference between inlet and (Juliet temperatures 
T AVG = (TIN + TOUT) /2 I Average ()finlel and ()utlet temperatures 
PRINT "Tin ="; 
PRINT USING "####"; TIN; 
PRINT "Tout ="; 




'Printing temperatures to screen 
PRINT USING "##.## ; TEMP(I); 
Pl:UNT 1-5; 
PRINT USING "11-11-.##"; TEMP(I + 5); 
Pl:UNT I - 10; 
PRINT lJSIKG "####"; TEMP(l- 10); 
PRINT r I ]5; 
PRINT USING "####"; TF:l\,1P(J I 15) 
NEXT I 
'Calculation for the heat transferred through the insulatio1/. 




QINS=K'" A· DTINS/L 
AI = -RR211iF:-07 
HI =-7.9251F:-04 
CI - 8.1055 
'Conductivity (Jf Ihe insulator 
'Surface area of the insulation Area 
'insulation 1hickness 
'Calculation for coolant thennophysical properties 
'Coefficients of densily curve fit 
IJENS1TY= Al * TAVG" 2 + BI '" TAVG + CI 
A2 = 3.52li4E-07 
B2 = .0010466 
C2 = .46955 
'Coefficients of jpecific heal currefit 
SPECHEAT = A2 * TAVG'-" 2 - B2 '" TAVG . C2 
QFLUID = DE)';SlTY '" SPECHEAT * Flow * DIFF I 60 
III 
QTOT AL = QFLUID + QINS 
DELQ = QTOT AL - TOTPWR 
PRINT "Qfluid="; 
PRINT USING "##.## "; QFLUlD; 'Heal absorbed by the fluid. 
PRINT "Qins="; 
PRINT USING "##.## '; QINS; 
PRINT "Qtotal=" ; 
PRINT USfNG "##.## '; QTOTAL; 
PRINT "DeIQ="; 
PRINT USING "##.## "; DELQ 
PRINT "dTins="; 
PRINT USING "#.## "; DTINS; 
PRINT "dTfluid"""; 
PIUNT USING "#1/.1/# "; DTFLU; 
PRINT TIMES 'PRINT #1, "OUTPUT 9;BEEP" 'Make HP-3852 Beep when 
done 
PRINT III , "CLEAR 9" 
PRINT # I, "LOCAL 9" 
'Clear alld reset device 9 
rJ\'PUT" DO YOU WISH TO SAVE DATA ? ", SAVlT$ 'Decision Jusaw the data 
or nul. 
IF SA YIn = "n" THEN GOTO QUES 
IF SA VIT$ = "N" THEN GOTO QUES 
FU-EIT' 'Sloring lhe data in/a afile 
PRINT" IT A DATAFU-E ALREADY EXISTS WITH THE NAME YOU SELECT," 
PRINT" PREVIOUS OAT A WILL BE OVERWRITTEN " 
INPUT" ENTER THE NAME OF THE DATA FILE TO CREATE ", FILE$ 
U' FILES = ,," TI-IEN GOTO FlLElT OPENIT 
OPEN FILES fOR OUTPUT AS #3 
PRINT #3, "mUmin" 
PRINT #3, Flow 
PRINT #3, "Vhtr " 
FOR I = OTO 8 
PRINT #3, USING "##.###"; V(J) 
'Flow rale , mllmin. 
'Heater voltage drop, Volts. 
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NEXT I 
PRINT #3 , "Yr" 
Volts. 
FOR I =OTO 8 
PRrNT 113, US ING "##.###"; Y(I + 9) 
NEXT I 
PRINT #3, "POWER" 
FORI = OTOH 
PRINT #3. USI NG "##.###"; P(l) 
Wails. 
NEXT! 
PRINT #3, "TOT. POWER" 
PRINT #3, USI NG "##.###"; TOTPWR 
PRINT #3, "AYGSURF. TEM]>" ; 
PRINT #3, USING "##. ##"; TSVRF 
femperalllre , 0 C. 
PRINT 113 , "Tin =" 
PRINT #3, USING "##.##"; TIN 
PRINT #3, "Tout "," 
PRJNT #3. USING "##.##"; TOUT 
PRlNT #3, "Qtluid=" 
PRINT #3, USI}.,'G "11#.##"; QFLUlD 
coolal/I, Watts. 
PRINT #3, "Qins=" 
PRINT #3, USING "##.##"; QINS 
Watts. 
PRINT #3, "Qtota!=" 
PRINT #3, USING "##.##"; QTOTAL 
PRlNT #3, "DelQ""" 
PRINT #3 , USING "##.##"; DELQ 
PRINT #3, "dTins=" 
PRINT #3, USING "11 ,##"; DTINS 
insulation. 
PRINT #3, "dTfluid=" 
'Precision Resislor vollage drop, 
'POlt'er supplied 10 each healer, 
'Tolal Power, WailS 
'Module average ~1lrface 
'Coolanl inlet lemperalure, 0 C. 
'Coo/ani ollllet femperalure, 0 C. 
'Heal absorbed by fhe 
'Heat loss through fhe im,1llalion, 
'Total heat, Watts. 
'Difference in energy balaf/ce, Waifs 
'Temperalllre difference for the 
1IJ 
PRINT #3, USING "##.##"; DTFLU 
coolam. 
PRll\T #3, "DEG C" 
FORI~OTOI9 
PRINT #3, USING "##.##"; TEMP(I) 
PRINT #3, DATE$ 
PRINT #3, TIJ\..1E$ 
CLOSE #3 
QUES 'Questioning. 
'Temperature difference for the 
'Temperature readings, 0 C. 
'Printing the date. 
'Printing the time 
INPUT" DO YOU WISH TO TRY A.~OTHERRUN (Yf":.) ? ", AGAIN$ 
IF AGAIN$ = "Y" THEN GOTO STARTlT 
IF AGAlN$ = "y" THEN [",-OTO STARTIT 
IF AGADl"$ = "N" THEN END 




APPENDIX E. MATLAB CODES OF CALIBRATION CALCULATIONS 
The calibration calculations are perfonned by using Matlab codes as follows 
% FLOWMETER (FISCHER & PORTER) CALIBRATION CURVE 
% 4th ORDER POLYNOMIAL 
rate=[O 10 15 20 2S)O 35 40 45505560 6S 70 7580 8S 90 9S 100]; % HOW 
PERCENTAGE 
flow=[O 62,67 125.38 182.58280.31 370.37449.44534.19597,01 671.59742.12802.25 
884.17941,18995,02 1052.63 1120.45 1208.46 1267.43 13 14.06];%f.1.0W(mVmin) 
f=polyfit( rate, flow, 4); 
% 4th ORDER POLYNOMIAL OF THE FLOWMETER CALJBRATION CURVE 
ralel -=lO: 1: 100]; 
fl ""poiyo.'al{f,rate I); 
plol(ratel,fl,rate,flow,'*'),grid; axis([-5 105015001); 
title (,FLOWMETER CALmRATlON CURVE'); 
x1abel('FLOW PERCENT AGE'); ylabel('FLOW RATE (ml/min)'); 
gtcxt(' J 6 MAY \995'); 
f; %COEFFIC1EN'lSOFTHE POLYNOMIAL 
% DENSl1Y CURVE OF 1HE COOL4NT 
% BRAYCOMICRONIC889 
% MAN[JFAC1'(}HER'S DATA 
temp=[O 20 401001601; % DEGREESCELSJl)S 
dcns""[.8 Il .794 .777 .723 .661L % DENSI1Yglm/ 
f=polyfit(lcmp,dens,2); % 2"d ORDER POLYNOMIAL OF THE DENS/1Y 
CUR VE tcmpl=[O: 1.0:160J; 
f! =polyval(f,h:mp I); 
plot(temp I,f! ,tt:mp,dcns,'*,),grid; 
axis([-S 1800.64 0.82]); 
title (,DENSITY CURVE of the COOLANT (BRA YCO MICRONIC 889)'); 
xlahel(TEMPERA TURE (Deg. Celsius)'); ylabel('DENSITY (glml)'); 
f ; % COEFFICIENTS OF THE POLYNOMIAL 
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% SPECIFIC HEA T vs TEMPt:1U. TURE CURVE OF THE COOLANT 
% BRA YCO MICRONIC 889 
% Dt.LSEN LAB'S DATA 
temp"'[IO 38 66 93]; % lJEGREES Ct.LSJUS 
heat"'[.48.51 .54.57]; % SPECIFIC HEATcaflg-C 
f=po lyfi t(temp,heat,2); % 2nd ORDER POLYNOMIAL OF THE DENS/1Y 
CURVE temp 1=[ -20: I ,0: 100]; 
n=polyval(t:temp I); 
plot( temp I ,n , temp,heat,' *'),grid; 
axis([O 100 0.46 0,58]); 
title (,SPECIFIC HEAT CURVE,); 
xlabel('TEMPERATURE (Deg. Celsius),); ylabel(,SPECIFIC HEAT (callg-C)t 
f; % COEFFICIENTS OF THE POLYNOMIAl. 
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8 Deniz Kuvvetleri KOlllutanligi ...... ..... ...... . ....... ......... ............... ................... .. 
Teknik Daire Baskanligi 
Bakanliklar I ANKARA· Turkey 
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9 Deniz Harp Okuiu Komutanl igi KUluphanesi ........................... ........ ................ 1 
Tuzla I ISTANBUL - Turkey 
10 Istanbul Tcknik Universitcsi .. 
Makina Muhcndisligi Fakultc~i 
lsi Transferi Kursusu 
Ayazaga I ISTANBUL - Turkey 
11 Bogazici Universitesi ... 
Makina Muhcndisligi Fakultcsi 
lsi Transfcri Kursusu 
ISTAKBUL - Turkey 
. ...... .. 1 
. ..... ............. .. 1 
12 Ortadogu Teknik Univcrsitcsi ... . ..... .... .... ..... ........ ..... ...................................... I 
Makina Muhendisligi Fakuhesi 
lsi Transferi Kursusu 
ANKARA - Turkey 
13 Mr. Emin Yeniccri .. .... .. ............. ..... ........ ................. ........ .. .. ..... ...... .. .... ... .... 1 
Aydinevler Mah. 
Kircecigi Cad. 
DenizcilcrSitcsi A BlokD:2 81704 
Kucukyali I ISTANBUL - Turkey 
14 Mr. Kcmal Kara .. 
lcadiye Mah . Hamursuz Sok. 
KulturAp. No:23/13 81200 
Uskudar lIST ANBUL - Turkey 
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